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Youth Ready Assessment
Are you hoping to involve more young volunteers in your environmental projects? The Youth Ready 
Assessment and Guide will help you to increase participation of independent volunteers in the teens 
and twenties age range. If you are involving children under the age of 18, you’ll need to meet the 
legal obligation of your organisation to comply with Victoria’s compulsory Child Safe Standards - the 
Commission for Children and Young People has an Implementation and Action Plan Tool to help. 

Check and assess how well your projects appeal to young people across five focus areas – then use the 
Youth Ready Guide to learn about best practice suggestions in each category and make an action plan. 

This Assessment and the Youth Ready Guide were developed in partnership between Volunteering 
Victoria and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, with input from YACVic 
(Youth Affairs Council Victoria). 

This Assessment Tool should be used in conjunction with the Youth Ready Guide.

Cover photo credit: Turn the Tide Volunteers, Phillip Island (Dale Rodgers). 

Alive Outside program (Port Phillip EcoCentre Inc)
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Assess your results and 
focus your efforts with the 
Youth Ready Guide
Now that you’ve completed your Youth Ready Assessment, review your answers for each of the five 
focus areas above and choose 1-2 to concentrate on. In the Youth Ready Guide, you will find action 
planning opportunities which align to each of these focus areas.

To help you choose where to focus your efforts, you might like to consider: 

• Is there a focus area you are doing particularly well in? Congratulations, 
celebrate your success and capitalise on your strengths by embedding 
your actions as standard process.  

• Consider the focus areas that need attention or improvement. It can 
be hard to achieve everything at once, so choose 1-2 focus areas or a 
handful of actions which resonate with your group. You’ll find you can 
make some quick wins, as well as some longer-term plans to help your 
organisation become more youth friendly.


